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Guidon Security Consulting and Centralized Vision Begin A Strategic Channel Partnership

Guidon continues striving to add the most trusted security solutions to their list of Influential partners

PHOENIX - Dec. 5, 2019 - PRLog -- In a world where change is certain, experience is the best protection.
Guidon Solutions offers security and technology consulting solutions for clients in a wide range of
industries. Led by President and Founder, Anthony J. Rumore, our expert team provides leadership and
strategic guidance to address critical client needs across Arizona.  We also work diligently to secure the
smartest security partnerships available.  Whether you are in search for a security officer solutions, live
video monitoring or a combination of the two, we strive to ensure we have the best partners on board for
you.

Constantly looking to broaden our strategic channel partnerships amongst trusted security-related
professionals, Guidon Security Consulting is very excited to announce a channel partnership with
Centralized Vision (CV), the most trusted security surveillance business in the industry.  President and
Founder of CV, Tom Vigilante, has been a profound source for Anthony since meeting in the workplace in
2011.  Anthony was eager to fortify a business partnership between Guidon and Centralized Vision after
seeing the technological advancements and achievements of CV in recent years.  These men have been in
the security industry for decades and, together, they can create the most streamlined and advanced security
system.

More About Centralized Vision

Established in 2007 by Tami and Tom Vigilante, CV has seen a spike in growth because of the
opportunities it provides to monitor closed-circuit cameras in real-time, act as a crime deterrent because of
posted signs surrounding its clients' properties and the ability with one-way audio speakers to warn
would-be criminals they are being watched. Surveillance Specialists monitoring properties from a
centralized Phoenix-based location 24 hours a day, 365 days a year have been successful in capturing and
arresting trespassers, graffiti taggers and thieves as well as reporting other crimes or threats. Centralized
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Vision, which currently monitors hundreds of locations across the US, provides real-time visual monitoring
of various businesses, such as auto dealerships, retail centers, recycling facilities, schools, office buildings
and warehouse distribution centers to name a few. https://centralizedvision.com

https://youtu.be/_rt7hL2Owe0

For additional questions, please contact Amanda Rumore at Guidon Security Consulting.

https://guidonsecurity.com/

Media Contact
Amanda Rumore
Amanda@guidonsecurityconsulting
anthony@guidonsecurity.com
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